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Chapter 719: Bite After Bite 

Later on, Old Master Xie actually released the boss of the Blue Stocks Capital, and he also completely 

destroyed Old Master Xie’s main forces a year later. It was very difficult to clean the remaining forces up 

because Old Master Xie’s forces were spread throughout the entire Xia country and overseas. 

 

 

At that time, he wondered if the boss of the Blue Stocks Capital had agreed to Old Master Xie’s 

conditions and that was why he was released so readily. Moreover, from his position, the Blue Stocks 

Capital should have already become Old Master Xie’s force, so it naturally became his enemy. However, 

after hearing the boss of Blue Stocks Capital’s explanation just now, he heard a feeling of pity and 

grievance from it although the other party’s voice was very agitated. What the heck was this? 

 

 

Xie Jiuhan leaned against the cold wall of the warehouse and sneered. “Don’t tell me you’re even more 

sad because you know that I set you up? You should be honored to be defeated by me!” 

 

 

Because it was too dark, Xie Jiuhan couldn’t see that Feng Qing’s body was trembling very badly. After 

the man finished speaking, Feng Qing transformed into a kitten and pounced on the man, biting hard on 

the man’s collarbone. The place she bit was where Xie Jiuhan had been corroded by the Crimson Snow. 

She had used a trauma cream on the man, but the Crimson Snow was too powerful. There was still a 

scar there. 

 

 

Xie Jiuhan was shocked. “Get lost!” 

 

 

Feng Qing ignored him and opened her mouth, revealing her beautiful canine teeth that bit into the 

man’s skin. In an instant, a bloody smell rushed into her nose. Fresh blood flowed to the tip of her 



tongue along her lips. It was actually a little sweet. Ignoring the man’s struggle, Feng Qing took another 

bite after taking a bite. This time, her target was the man’s neck. Previously, in Bali, Country F, the man 

regretted hurting her neck, so he also sliced his neck. Feng Qing’s heart ached for a few days because of 

this, but at this moment, there was only anger and resentment in her stomach. 

 

 

Xie Jiuhan couldn’t use any strength at all now. He was slammed into the wall by the Blue Stocks 

Capital’s boss and kept being bitten by the other party. However, layers of goosebumps rose on his 

body. His body would naturally react to being bitten by a man. However, the more the Blue Stocks 

Capital’s boss bit him, the stronger his reaction. He savored it carefully and he actually felt very good?! 

 

 

F*ck, what’s wrong with me? It actually feels good to be bitten by a man? Xie Jiuhan cursed in his heart. 

 

 

However, when the Blue Stocks Capital got the scar on his neck, he unintentionally smelled a special 

fragrance. Although the fragrance was very light, his nose still caught it. Instantly, Xie Jiuhan was 

stunned. His chaotic mind went blank and all his thoughts stopped. 

 

 

“Cough cough…” Suddenly, Feng Qing coughed twice. She actually choked on the blood flowing out of 

the man’s wound. 

 

 

Feng Qing stuck out her pink tongue and licked the corners of her mouth. After adjusting her breathing, 

she raised her head and looked at the man. She stared at the man leaning against the wall with a cold 

smile. She was puzzled why Xie Jiuhan stopped struggling. 

 

 



Bang! A beam of light shot into the warehouse, driving away the darkness and becoming even more 

dazzling. 

 

 

Ten seconds later, Xie Jiuhan’s eyes adapted to the process of turning from extremely black to extremely 

bright. Then, he looked at the man riding on his thigh and saw that he was actually crying. Crystal clear 

tears rolled down his face like transparent crystals and finally landed on him. 

 

 

The main door of warehouse number three fell inward, causing the ground to tremble. Then, more than 

twenty people from the Blue Stocks Capital fell to the ground. The Sword God walked in with an ancient 

sword in his hand. “Master, I’m here!” 

 

 

Feng Qing stood up from Xie Jiuhan and prepared to leave without looking back. Xie Jiuhan shouted, 

“Wait!” 

 

 

However, Feng Qing continued walking out as if she didn’t hear anything. There was only the sound of 

shackles and chains rubbing against each other. Xie Jiuhan instinctively wanted to get up, but the effects 

of the medicine had yet to fade. He couldn’t do it at all. Looking at the back view of the Blue Stocks 

Capital boss walking away, his heart felt empty, as if something was missing. 

 

 

Xie Jiuhan gritted his teeth and shouted angrily again, “Stop!” 

 

 

Bang! One of the chains was actually broken by him. One of his hands regained its freedom and he 

wanted to use this hand to help his other hand break the chain. However, the remaining chain was too 

strong. He could not break it even with all his strength. Hence, the man made up his mind and dislocated 



his bones. He endured the pain and pulled his deformed hand out of the shackles. Xie Jiuhan 

immediately restored the dislocated bones of his hand. 

 

 


